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Abstract

14

Deep-rooted mantle plumes are thought to originate from the margins of the Large Low

15

Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs) at the base of the mantle. Visible in seismic tomog-

16

raphy, the LLSVPs are usually interpreted to be intrinsically dense thermochemical piles

17

in numerical models. Although piles deflect lateral mantle flow upwards at their edges,

18

the mechanism for localized plume formation is still not well understood. In this study,

19

we develop numerical models that show plumes rising from the margin of a dense ther-

20

mochemical pile, temporarily increasing its local thickness until material at the pile top

21

cools and the pile starts to collapse back towards the core-mantle boundary (CMB). This

22

causes dense pile material to spread laterally along the CMB, locally thickening the lower

23

thermal boundary layer on the CMB next to the pile, and initiating a new plume. The

24

resulting plume cycle is reflected in both the thickness and lateral motion of the local

25

pile margin within a few hundred km of the pile edge, while the overall thickness of the

26

pile is not affected. The period of plume generation is mainly controlled by the rate at

27

which slab material is transported to the CMB, and thus depends on the plate veloc-

28

ity and the sinking rate of slabs in the lower mantle. A pile collapse, with plumes form-

29

ing along the edges of the pile’s radially extending corner, may for example explain the

30

observed clustering of Large Igneous Provinces (LIPs) in the southeastern corner of the

31

African LLSVP around 95-155 Ma.

32

Plain Language Summary

33

Deep-rooted upwellings in the Earth’s mantle, so-called “plumes”, are responsible

34

for volcanism such as Hawaii and seem to cluster around two continent-sized regions at

35

the core-mantle boundary that show anomalously low seismic velocities. These regions

36

have been suggested to have a different composition than the surrounding mantle, caus-

37

ing them to be denser and stiffer which allows them survive billions of years at the base

38

of the mantle without being completely eroded. In this study, we use numerical simu-

39

lations to show that mantle plumes and dense piles at the core-mantle boundary inter-

40

act with each other, potentially resulting in a periodic plume initiation. A starting up-

41

welling increases the pile thickness locally by pulling dense pile material upward. It then

42

cools down, causing a density increase that results in gravitational collapse of the dense

43

material towards the core-mantle boundary. As a result, this material spreads along the

44

boundary and pushes hot ambient mantle in front of it, thereby triggering a new upwelling,
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45

and the cycle starts from the beginning. The main control on how often upwellings are

46

generated is the rate at which material from subduction zones at the Earth’s surface reaches

47

the core-mantle boundary, which relates to the velocity of tectonic plates.

48

1 Introduction

49

All seismic tomography models throughout the last decades show a similar degree-

50

2 pattern for the Earth’s lowermost mantle (e.g., Hager et al., 1985; Dziewonski et al.,

51

2010; Garnero et al., 2016), dominated by the presence of two so-called Large Low Shear

52

Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs) (Garnero & McNamara, 2008; Dziewonski et al., 2010; Gar-

53

nero et al., 2016) centered beneath Africa and the Pacific (Garnero & McNamara, 2008;

54

Lekic et al., 2012; Cottaar & Lekic, 2016). Although the various tomographic models

55

suggest slightly different shapes and thicknesses of these structures, there is in general

56

good agreement about the positions of their outlines (Cottaar & Lekic, 2016). Hotspots

57

related to deep-roted plumes seem to be located at the LLSVP margins (French & Ro-

58

manowicz, 2015; Torsvik et al., 2016), even though the statistical correlation is still un-

59

der discussion (Austermann et al., 2014; Davies et al., 2015; Doubrovine et al., 2016).

60

Although some studies suggest that they may be simple accumulations of thermal plumes

61

swept together by mantle flow (e.g., Schuberth, Bunge, Steinle-Neumann, et al., 2009;

62

Schuberth, Bunge, & Ritsema, 2009; Schuberth et al., 2012; Davies et al., 2012), most

63

studies assume and favor a thermochemical origin of the LLSVP structures, in which they

64

represent piles of hot and dense material (e.g., McNamara & Zhong, 2004, 2005; Nak-

65

agawa & Tackley, 2011; Tackley, 2012; Y. Li et al., 2014, 2015; Mulyukova et al., 2015).

66

If the LLSVPs (mostly) consist of intrinsically denser material, they are hypoth-

67

esized to be composed of either recycled oceanic crust, including mid-ocean ridge basalt

68

(Christensen & Hofmann, 1994; Hirose et al., 2005; M. Li & McNamara, 2013; M. Li et

69

al., 2014; Mulyukova et al., 2015) or iron-rich cumulates (McNamara & Zhong, 2004, 2005;

70

Nakagawa & Tackley, 2011; Y. Li et al., 2014, 2015) that crystallized at a relatively late

71

stage from the basal magma ocean (BMO, Labrosse et al., 2007). Such thermochemi-

72

cal piles may be largely confined to the lowermost 300 km above the core-mantle bound-

73

ary (CMB), where most S-wave tomography models show large amplitudes of velocity

74

variation (Romanowicz, 2003; Lay, 2015). Constraints on the total excess density of ther-

75

mochemical LLSVPs (including both thermal and chemical effects) have been obtained

76

through the analysis of normal modes (Koelemeijer et al., 2017), Earth’s solid tides (Lau
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et al., 2017), and other seismic data sets (Moulik & Ekström, 2016), but some of the meth-

78

ods average over the lowermost few hundred to 1000 km (Lau et al., 2017) and results

79

vary from slightly positively buoyant LLSVP areas to an excess density of 0.5-1.0% in

80

the lowermost 300-400 km.

81

An intrinsic density excess for pile materials would be mainly linked to the Fe/Mg

82

ratio of the ferromagnesian minerals, whereas the pile viscosity is highly dependent on

83

the mineral assemblage. Bridgmanitic pile material with about 16 mol% FeAlO3 com-

84

ponent would agree with the seismologically inferred density excess, and is a likely out-

85

come of BMO crystallization during a period of core-BMO exchange (Trønnes et al., 2019).

86

Transfer of FeO from the BMO to the core and SiO2 in the opposite direction would sup-

87

press the (Fe+Mg)/Si and Fe/Mg ratios in the solidifying BMO, greatly reducing the

88

propoertion of ferropericlase in the crystallizing assemblage. Bridgmanite has a consid-

89

erably higher viscosity than ferropericlase, and especially post-bridgmanite (Ammann

90

et al., 2010).

91

Due to its high bulk modulus, the density excess of recycled basaltic material rel-

92

ative to peridotite will decrease with increasing depth through the lower mantle, likely

93

approaching neutral buoyancy in the D” zone when including both intrinsic excess den-

94

sity and thermal effects (Ballmer et al., 2015; Torsvik et al., 2016, and references therein).

95

Thermochemical piles may thus comprise highly viscous and stable lower bridgmanitic

96

layers, maybe 100-300 km thick, overlain by less stable basaltic crust accumulations that

97

can be more easily entrained into rising plumes (Ballmer et al., 2016; Torsvik et al., 2016).

98

Basaltic material is likely to have low viscosity due to the presence of post-bridgmanite

99

with more than 20 mol% FeSiO3 component, even in the upper parts of hot thermochem-

100

ical piles (e.g., Koelemeijer et al., 2018; Trønnes et al., 2019). This is because FeSiO3

101

depresses the bridgmanite to post-bridgmanite phase transition to considerably lower pres-

102

sures than the FeAlO3 component can do. A pile structure with an upper part of less

103

stable recycled oceanic crust may also be supported by the geochemistry of plume-related

104

oceanic islands, recording variable U/Th ratios and U-Pb model ages ranging from 2.7

105

to 1.5 Ga (Andersen et al., 2015; Torsvik et al., 2016). Geodynamic models also indicate

106

that the accumulation of basaltic material to form stable thermochemical piles may be

107

inhibited under certain conditions (M. Li & McNamara, 2013; Mulyukova et al., 2015;

108

Ballmer et al., 2016), possibly resulting in variable stability in space and time.
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It has been shown, both numerically and in laboratory experiments, that a certain

110

excess density is required to avoid extensive entrainment of pile material within man-

111

tle plumes (e.g., Davaille et al., 2002; Tackley, 2012; Heyn et al., 2018). A high temperature-

112

dependence of viscosity (Y. Li et al., 2014) or an increase in viscosity due to composi-

113

tion (Davaille et al., 2002; Heyn et al., 2018) can help to increase the amount of LLSVP

114

material that survives ongoing convection. With respect to spatial stability, Conrad et

115

al. (2013) show that the positions of net divergence in plate motion are stably located

116

above the current positions of the LLSVPs, and that these positions have remained sta-

117

ble for at least 250 Myr. Furthermore, reconstructed eruption sites of Large Igneous Provinces

118

(LIPs, Figure 1) and kimberlites have been used to argue that the degree-2 structure of

119

the lowermost mantle has been stable for at least the last 300 Myr, assuming that they

120

are related to plumes rising almost vertically (French & Romanowicz, 2015) from the edges

121

of the LLSVPs where they are generated (Torsvik et al., 2006, 2010; Steinberger & Torsvik,

122

2012; Torsvik et al., 2016). Although the correlation between projected pile margins and

123

the locations of eruption locations has been questioned (Austermann et al., 2014; Davies

124

et al., 2015), geodynamic models show both plumes rising at the edges and/or the cen-

125

tres of thermochemical piles (e.g., McNamara & Zhong, 2004, 2005; Tan et al., 2011; Stein-

126

berger & Torsvik, 2012; M. Li & Zhong, 2017; Dannberg & Gassmöller, 2018; Heyn et

127

al., 2018).

128

So far, interactions between plumes and pile margins have mostly been investigated

129

with respect to formation of zoned plumes and the behaviour of rheologic and compo-

130

sitional heterogeneities within the plume conduit (e.g., Dannberg & Sobolev, 2015; Jones

131

et al., 2016; Dannberg & Gassmöller, 2018; Farnetani et al., 2018). Yet, these models do

132

not consider the long-term evolution of plume-pile interaction, nor do they investigate

133

the mechanism for how plumes form at the edges of the piles. One idea is that the flow

134

along the CMB, induced by the slabs sinking between the LLSVPs, is forced upwards

135

at the pile edges and thereby results in plumes (Steinberger & Torsvik, 2012; Tan et al.,

136

2011; M. Li & Zhong, 2017; Dannberg & Gassmöller, 2018). However, none of these stud-

137

ies explore in more detail how plumes are generated at the CMB, i.e. how the lower ther-

138

mal boundary layer becomes thickened sufficently to become unstable and form a plume.

139

M. Li and Zhong (2017) discuss the growth of the thermal boundary layer and condi-

140

tions for forming instabilities, but do not specifically investigate the influence of a dense

141

thermochemical pile in that process. However, they do show that either decreasing ther-
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mal expansivity or increasing conductivity with depth reduces the number of plumes form-

143

ing from a thermal boundary layer outside dense piles.

144

Although the use of plate motion history has proven to play a crucial role in fo-

145

cussing mantle upwellings onto specific areas of the CMB (e.g., Davies et al., 2012; M. Li

146

& Zhong, 2017), some plumes are always randomly initiated from the thermal bound-

147

ary layer, and do not end up in locations close to present day hotspots (French & Ro-

148

manowicz, 2015). Thus, plate history alone cannot fully explain the distribution of present-

149

day hotspots around the LLSVP margins (French & Romanowicz, 2015). Going back in

150

time, eruption sites of LIPs indicate the persistence of an uneven plume distribution for

151

the last 300 Myr, even though the record of LIPs is most likely incomplete due to sub-

152

ducted oceanic LIPs (Torsvik et al., 2016; Torsvik, 2019). Nevertheless, a concentration

153

of 8 LIPs erupted between 95-155 Ma in the southeastern corner of the African LLSVP

154

(Figure 1) presents an example of plume initiation in close proximity both in space and

155

time (Torsvik et al., 2016; Torsvik, 2019). This proximity is difficult to explain by ran-

156

dom plume initiation.

157

Consequently, a mechanism for plume initiation directly at the pile margin may be

158

better suited to explain the observed correlation between LIPs and the LLSVP margins.

159

This may be especially relevant since the presence of weak post-bridgmanite is likely to

160

aid transforming subducted slabs into a broad and spread-out downwelling of cold ma-

161

terial in the lowermost mantle, potentially erasing any “memory” of distinct slabs. In

162

this case, lateral flow along the CMB will be steady and directed almost radially towards

163

the piles (see Figure 1), with only the magnitude of flow varying in time and space. A

164

first step was done by M. Li et al. (2018), who showed that pile motion in response to

165

rising plumes can affect the generation of new thermal instabilities, resulting in an al-

166

most periodic behaviour. Yet, in most of their models, plumes rise from the centre of tent-

167

shaped piles that move up and down, and it remains unclear what controls the period-

168

icity of plumes and how plume formation relates to the large-scale mantle flow. In this

169

study, we use 2-D numerical simulations in which we track the formation and motion of

170

plumes, as well as their interaction with dense thermochemical piles, and in particular

171

their effect on the lateral and vertical motion of the pile edge. In contrast to M. Li et

172

al. (2018), our study focuses on the formation of plumes at pile margins and their inter-

173

action with lower mantle flow and dense piles, including the changing morphology of these

174

piles. Furthermore, we investigate controls on the periodicity of this process, and dis-
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175

cuss how we may use plume observations to develop new constraints on the viscosity struc-

176

ture of the lower mantle and the LLSVPs.

177

2 Model setup

178

2.1 Model parameters and initial condition

179

Our numerical models are run in 2-D spherical geometry using the finite element

180

code ASPECT (Kronbichler et al., 2012; Heister et al., 2017; He et al., 2017; Bangerth

181

et al., 2018, 2019). Conservation equations for mass, energy and momentum are solved

182

using the Boussinesq approximation. Our setup is similar to Heyn et al. (2018), and we

183

choose parameters so that the reference Rayleigh number for the mantle, which describes

184

the vigor of convection and is defined as
Ra =

185

αρg∆T d3
,
κη

(1)

186

is set to 107 . Parameters are the thermal expansivity α, the density ρ, the temperature

187

drop across the mantle ∆T , the gravitational acceleration g, the mantle thickness d, the

188

reference viscosity η and the thermal diffusivity κ. We use a quarter of an annulus along

189

the equator as a domain, with a grid that is adaptively refined every 10 time steps based

190

on compositon and viscosity gradients. The effective resolution (lateral x radial) thus

191

varies between about 7 x 11 km and 80 x 90 km. All parameters characterizing the gen-

192

eral setup are given in Table 1.

193

Following Heyn et al. (2018), we impose a constant uniform velocity boundary con-

194

dition of 1.48 cm/year on the surface to force a single-plate degree-2 flow structure (Fig-

195

ure 2), while all other boundaries are free-slip. However, in order to test the influence

196

of the velocity boundary condition on our results, we also perform tests in which we vary

197

the velocity between 0.74 and 2.96 cm/yr or apply a time-varying periodic plate veloc-

198

ity. For the latter, the velocity is given as

199




2π
vPlate = v0 1.2 + cos
· (t − t0 )
,
TPlate

(2)

200

where the reference velocity is v0 = 1.25 cm/year, t is time in years, the start time of

201

the model is t0 = 6.5 · 109 years, and the plate velocity period is TPlate , which is var-

202

ied between 125 and 1000 Myr. The effective velocity always oscillates between 0.296 and

203

3.256 cm/yr. This setup ensures that the degree-2 structure is never destroyed and that

204

subduction never ceases completely.
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Heat is introduced into the system by basal and internal heating (Table 1). Dense

206

piles are simplified by assuming only bridgmanitic material, and are represented by a com-

207

positional field that is advected using the discontinuous Galerkin method (He et al., 2017),

208

which gives similar pile masses and volumes after 4.5 Gyr as the tracer approach used

209

by (Heyn et al., 2018). The density contrast between enriched and regular mantle is de-

210

fined via the buoyancy ratio
B=

211

212

213

214

215

216

∆ρC
,
αρ∆T

(3)

where ∆ρC is the density difference due to composition (see also Table 1).
As in Heyn et al. (2018), viscosity depends on temperature, depth and composition, given by
η(z, T, C)

= η0 (z)η∆T (z, T ) exp [C ln ηC ]


Eη (z)
Eη (z)
= η0 (z) exp
−
+ C ln ηC
T ∗ + Tη (z) 1 + Tη (z)

(4)

217

where the non-dimensionalised temperature T ∗ is restricted to values between 0 and 1.

218

Non-dimensionalisation is achieved using the surface and the CMB temperatures as ref-

219

erences for T ∗ = 0 and T ∗ = 1, respectively. The depth-dependence is implemented

220

as stepwise adjustments of the viscosity prefactor η0 , the non-dimensional activation en-

221

ergy Eη and the non-dimensional temperature offset Tη (see Table 2). C is the compo-

222

sition value between 0 and 1, and ηC is the intrinsic viscosity contrast assigned to a com-

223

position value of C = 1. The thermal viscosity contrast η∆T describes the maximum

224

potential viscosity variations due to temperature in the lower mantle and is varied in the

225

range 2.3 to 55000, while we vary ηC between 1 and 100. In addition, we conducted a

226

few tests with isochemical models to investigate the importance of thermochemical piles

227

for plume generation (see Figure 2d).

228

All models are initiated from the same reference state of a fully-developed system

229

with an existing degree-2 structure (see Figures 2a and 2b). This is obtained by running

230

a model with the reference values of B = 0.8, η∆T = 330 and ηC = 10 for 6.5 Gyr

231

(corresponding to t0 in equation (2)) starting at t = 0 with a 125 km thick dense basal

232

layer (as described in Heyn et al. (2018)). This setup results in a broad thermal down-

233

welling that accumulates slab material in the lowermost mantle (Figure 2b), compara-

234

ble to what is observed by seismic tomography (Figure 1), and a pile with a volume equal

235

to about 1.75 % of the mantle at t = t0 . Approximately 77% of the original material

236

remains in the pile of the reference state. Although such a setup means that models can

237

take some time to adjust to changes in parameters (especially a change in the velocity
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boundary condition as shown below), it enables us to directly compare results and anal-

239

yse dependences on various parameters without having to worry about variations in pile

240

mass retained after 4.5 Gyr of convection (see Heyn et al. (2018) for more details about

241

how much mass changes with η∆T and ηC ). Moreover, it allows us to estimate the time

242

that the system takes to adjust to new conditions, such as changes in plate velocity dur-

243

ing a supercontinent cycle (e.g., Matthews et al., 2016). To overcome the limitation of

244

adjustment time and to get better constraints on plume properties, we run the models

245

for 2.5 Gyr in order to examine several plumes rising from the same location.

246

2.2 Detection of plumes

247

We detect plumes by calculating profiles of temperature and radial velocity ver-

248

sus longitude at a specific radius and tracking their maxima. An example of such a pro-

249

file for temperature is shown in Figure 2c. The innermost white circle segment across

250

the temperature field (Figure 2b) indicates the profile radius of 4000 km (519 km above

251

the CMB), along which the temperature shown in Figure 2c is projected. As can be seen

252

in Figure 2a, a radius of 4000 km is just above the top of the thermochemical pile for this

253

set of parameters. A profile closer to the CMB would partly cut through the pile, which

254

makes the detection and interpretation of plumes significantly less reliable. However, ac-

255

tual pile thickness varies with parameters, especially the density contrast (e.g., McNa-

256

mara & Zhong, 2004; Heyn et al., 2018). Consequently, we choose radii of 4000 km, 4200 km

257

or 4500 km (corresponding to 519 km, 719 km and 1019 km above the CMB, respectively)

258

for our analysis, depending on the thickness of the pile. In most cases, a radius of 4200 km

259

is used. The excess temperature (or radial velocity) for each time step is then obtained

260

by calculating the difference between the maximum and the highest local minimum next

261

to this maximum (as indicated by the vertical red line in Figure 2c). The width of the

262

plume is defined as the width of the peak taken at the value of the minimum used to ob-

263

tain the amplitude (see red horizontal line in Figure 2c).

264

We are mostly interested in plumes around the pile edges, and in fact all plumes

265

in our models are either generated there or on the CMB outside the piles and then pushed

266

towards the pile edge. Thus, in this study, we only track the maxima of temperature and

267

radial velocity within a range of 10 degrees from the edge outside of the pile and 15 de-

268

grees from the edge towards the pile centre. This choice usually avoids complexities in

269

plume detection associated with the general upwelling above the pile centre. The max-
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270

ima are tracked over time from their appearance (either marked by the beginning of the

271

thermal instability or by the motion of the pile into the respective lateral range around

272

the pile edge) until they disappear (plume fades or moves out of range towards the pile

273

centre). For each plume, we calculate the maximum excess temperature and excess ve-

274

locity, which usually marks the passing of the plume head through the respective radius.

275

To even out natural variations in plume properties that are not related to changes in pa-

276

rameters, we calculate averages of plume characteristics such as the plume periodicity.

277

3 Mechanism of plume generation

278

As pointed out by M. Li et al. (2018), a thermochemical pile can respond to a ris-

279

ing plume by being uplifted. However, most of their models feature plumes rising from

280

the centre of tent-shaped piles, with only a few of them showing plumes rising at the pile

281

margins. In contrast, our models predict plumes rising solely from pile margins, with a

282

more localized interaction between plume and pile. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolu-

283

tion of this interplay as a zoom-in on the pile edge. As can be seen in the temperature

284

field, the plume that is visible in the first stage (Figure 3a) is slowly pushed further to-

285

wards the centre of the pile by the general flow along the CMB (Figure 3b). During this

286

process, hot pile material is lifted up by the plume via viscous drag (later named plume

287

pull), which increases the local pile thickness and reduces the CMB area that is covered

288

by the pile (indicated by pile outlines), resulting in a steepening of the pile margin. When

289

the plume moves further towards the pile centre (Figure 3c), the position of the max-

290

imum thickness moves along with the upward pull of the plume. When the plume is pushed

291

onto the top of the pile and loses its connection to the lower thermal boundary layer, it

292

weakens, thereby reducing the plume pull. Moreover, the plume heat extracted from the

293

pile causes the top of the pile to cool down and increase its density. As a consequence,

294

the pile top becomes gravitationally unstable, eventually resulting in a collapse of the

295

thickened pile edge (Figure 3d). Subsequently, the pile material spreads along the CMB,

296

pushing the hot thermal boundary layer next to it against the dominant flow direction

297

resulting from subduction (Figure 3e). The subsequent local thickening of the hot ther-

298

mal boundary layer outside the thermochemical pile marks the beginning of a new plume

299

(Figure 3f), which then repeats the process.

300

301

The motion of the pile edge, and thus the cyclicity of plume generation can be seen
in more detail in Figure 4 and the Movie S1. The thickness at 5 degrees into the pile shows
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302

a periodicity of about 350-400 Myr (Figure 4a), reflecting the plumes recorded at 719 km

303

above the CMB about 70-120 Myr later (Figure 4c). The same periodicity, delayed by

304

approximately 30-40 Myr, is also visible in the lateral motion of the pile edge (Figure 4b).

305

This delay shows that the pile collapse starts within the pile and is not initiated by a

306

motion of the pile edge itself. Notice that the amplitudes of pile motion and thickness

307

variations are not constant, but reflect amongst other aspects the strength of the indi-

308

vidual plumes. Further into the pile, the variations in thickness become less represen-

309

tative of the plume cycle, with the similarity almost lost by 15 degrees away from the

310

edge. The thickness close to the pile centre (Figure 4d) does not resemble the plume cy-

311

cle, indicating that pile thickening and collapse during the plume cycle are only local-

312

ized within about 5-10 degrees from the pile edge. The rapid changes in pile thickness

313

observed for positions close to the pile centre or more than about 10 degrees from the

314

pile edge are related to the fact that the pile top is ususally rather jagged due to pile fil-

315

aments advected with and folded by mantle flow (see Figure 2a and Movie S1).

316

The results shown in this section are obtained for the reference parameters B =

317

0.8, η∆T = 330 and ηC = 10, but we find no major change in behaviour when alter-

318

ing any of the three parameters B, η∆T or ηC (Figure 4e-g). Decreasing or increasing

319

the bouyancy ratio B affects the temporal stability of the pile (e.g., Heyn et al., 2018)

320

and can add complexities in case the low density results in unstable piles. Moreover, in-

321

creased density results in flatter piles, and thus also reduces pile edge motion and thick-

322

ness variations (see Figure 4g). Increasing the compositional viscosity contrast ηC also

323

reduces pile motion (Figure 4e), with both lateral motions of the pile edge and thickness

324

variations diminished. Even for cases with ηC = 2000 or ηC = 1e4, the pile edge mo-

325

tion is visible, although resulting plumes are weaker since the lateral motion of pile ma-

326

terial provides less additional thickening of the TBL. In contrast, increasing η∆T has lit-

327

tle effect and only slightly increases pile motion (Figure 4f). However, the mechanism

328

for plume-pile interaction and the correlation between the plume cycle and pile motion

329

are not affected by the choice of these parameters. Test runs for which the surface ve-

330

locity boundary condition has been replaced by a free-slip boundary show a similar be-

331

haviour of plume initation due to a collapsing and expanding pile, but the regime changes

332

shortly after subduction because the lateral flow along the CMB stops. In this case, plumes

333

are no longer pushed towards the pile interior, and plumes start forming randomly from

334

a growing thermal boundary layer.
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336

4 Plume periodicity
The plume period observed in the models above evolves naturally from the given

337

set of parameters. Yet, the actual period with which plumes form at the pile edge varies

338

significantly for different choices of parameters. While most plumes in our models form

339

at pile margins due to pile collapse, some models exhibit plumes that form at a distance

340

from the pile without responding to pile edge motion. In the following section, we will

341

explore the controls on the ”natural“ period of plume formation, and how it can be over-

342

printed by the influence of mantle convection.

343

4.1 The two ”natural“ plume periods

344

4.1.1 Thermal boundary layer period TTBL

345

Plumes in a basally-heated convection model without a dense component form as

346

thermal instabilities of the lower thermal boundary layer (TBL). When the TBL grows

347

in thickness due to heat conduction, it can reach a thickness for which the local Rayleigh

348

number Ral is above a critical value, and an instability forms (Howard, 1966). How of-

349

ten such instabilities form, i.e. the ”natural“ plume period of the lower TBL (TTBL ), is

350

determined by the parameters that affect Ral . Due to their respective uncertainties within

351

Earth, the most important parameters are the thermal expansivity α, the thermal dif-

352

fusivity κ and the viscosity η (M. Li & Zhong, 2017), of which the viscosity is the most

353

poorly constrained (Tackley, 2012). A lower value of Ral , for example due to higher vis-

354

cosity or thermal diffusivity or a lower thermal expansivity, reduces the number of plumes

355

forming in time (M. Li & Zhong, 2017). Thus, TTBL is fundamental to Ral and indepen-

356

dent of the pile properties.

357

The plume initiation process outlined above is restricted to the TBL outside the

358

thermochemical pile areas, because conductive growth of a TBL on top of a thermochem-

359

ical pile is slow, and because this thin layer is repeatedly emptied by plumes being pushed

360

on top of piles and by the broad-scale upwelling above piles. Since the TBL at the CMB

361

grows everywhere, with additional thickening caused by lateral flow along the CMB, plume

362

generation is not necessarily limited to the pile margins. Thus, depending on the plate

363

velocity and thermal viscosity contrast, we might expect to see a certain percentage of

364

plumes forming (far) away from the pile (M. Li & Zhong, 2017). In fact, some of our mod-

365

els, especially those with reduced plate velocity and therefore reduced lateral TBL flow,
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366

show plumes forming away from the pile edge as discussed below. M. Li and Zhong (2017)

367

have shown that a reduction of the local Rayleigh number Ral reduces the number of

368

plumes forming (far) away from the pile, yet neither thermal expansivity α nor diffusiv-

369

ity κ are changed within our models, and our viscosity law (equation (4)) does not change

370

the viscosity of the hot lower TBL significantly with η∆T . Viscosity above the TBL is

371

affected by η∆T , but does not impact plume initiation. Consqeuently, Ral within the TBL

372

remains almost the same for all models and minor variations in Ral alone can only ex-

373

plain small changes in the number of initiated plumes in our models. Moreover, plumes

374

forming at random locations and times from a lower TBL are not necessarily expected

375

to cause a periodic signal at the pile edges, and tests with isochemical models with the

376

same parameters as our reference case (but without thermochemical piles) indicate that

377

plumes will form closer to the domain edge when no piles are present (see Figure 2d).

378

Such plumes form less frequently and more aperiodically than we find for plumes rising

379

from the edges of our thermochemical piles.

380

4.1.2 Slab-pile period TPile

381

As pointed out above, plumes at the pile margin can be initiated by a periodic pile

382

collapse with period TPile . In order for the pile collapse to trigger a plume, the TBL has

383

to be close enough to its critical thickness such that the spreading pile material provides

384

sufficient additional local thickening to form an instability. The pile collapse is to first

385

order independent of Ral , since it responds to how fast plumes lose their ability to sup-

386

port a thicker pile. This occurs when the upward-directed viscous drag of the plume be-

387

comes smaller than the downward-directed gravitational force on the uplifted dense pile.

388

In contrast, Ral only affects the initial plume strength, reflecting how often and how ef-

389

fectively plumes reduce the TBL thickness (see also section 5), and thus determines how

390

much pile material can be pulled upwards during plume initiation. However, the plume

391

period TPile depends on the lateral motion of the plume, which is controlled by the plate

392

velocity (see next section) and the sinking velocity of slabs in the lower mantle (controlled

393

by η∆T ). Figure 5a shows the period of plumes versus the compositional viscosity con-

394

trast ηC for all tested values of the temperature-dependence of viscosity η∆T . As can be

395

seen, each value of η∆T has its own characteristic period with considerably larger dif-

396

ferences than we would expect from variations in the local Rayleigh number, while in-
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397

trinsic pile viscosity contrast ηC (Figure 5a) or the excess density of the pile (B) play

398

minor roles (Figure 5b).

399

The reason that none of the actual pile properties (B or ηC ) affect the plume pe-

400

riod relates to the connection between the plume and the TBL. As long as growing plumes

401

are located directly above the pile margin and are fed by a continuous supply of hot TBL

402

material, their lower parts are able to maintain high temperatures, while the plume buoy-

403

ancy provides upward pull on the pile margin. When the lateral flow (mantle wind) pushes

404

the plume roots towards the pile centre, the supply of hot TBL material declines and

405

plumes begin to weaken at their base since the pile material itself is too dense to pro-

406

vide sufficient influx. As a consequence, and due to the fact that the plume continues

407

to move above the pile, the thickened pile edge contacts directly with the colder ambi-

408

ent mantle and cools down more efficiently by conduction. Pile collapse is then triggered

409

by the combination of reduced plume pull (”plume weakening“), the lateral motion of

410

the plume, and pile cooling. Therefore, the strength of the mantle wind close to the CMB,

411

which is the same as the velocity of the slab material spreading along the CMB (vCMB ),

412

controls the period of pile collapse. This spreading velocity is related to the rate at which

413

cold material is supplied to the lowermost mantle and thus to the sinking velocity of slabs

414

in the lower mantle. Since increasing η∆T increases the effective viscosity of the slab in

415

our models, both sinking and CMB spreading velocity are reduced and plumes are gen-

416

erated less frequently. The plate velocity has an even stronger effect on slab sinking ve-

417

locity, as will be discussed in the next section, but the results shown in Figure 5a and

418

5b are obtained for the same plate velocity. Thus, vCMB determines the plume period

419

of the slab-pile system TPile .

420

4.1.3 Observed period

421

The effective period of plume initiation at the CMB is a combination of the two

422

processes described above, i.e. thermal instabilities rising randomly from the lower TBL

423

and pile collapse. If the ”natural“ plume period of the lower TBL is longer than the pe-

424

riod given by the slab-pile system, i.e. TTBL > TPile , plumes will be predominantely ini-

425

tiated near an outwards extending pile edge associated with pile collapse. Otherwise (TTBL <

426

TPile ), most of the plumes will be generated away from the pile (see Figure 5d), and sub-

427

sequently pushed towards the pile where they may interact and merge with other plumes.
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428

Independent of plume initiation away from the pile, the pile collapse caused by fad-

429

ing of the previous plume creates a thermal instability, which starts to rise at the pile

430

margin. In most cases, e.g. for low plate velocities or some metastable piles (Heyn et al.,

431

2018), plumes forming outside the pile and at the pile margin will simultaneously coex-

432

ist only for a short while before they merge. A similar process of plume merging can be

433

observed if the temporal spacing between plumes gets small, e.g. for some models with

434

large plate velocities. In these cases, our plume detection algorithm may identify them

435

as a single plume with pulsating flux, making the determination of plume properties (e.g.

436

period, lifetime) more difficult. For this reason, we calculated the standard deviation of

437

our averages and excluded data points with a standard deviation higher than 50% of the

438

mean value (see e.g., missing points for B = 0.6 in Figure 5b and the lowest velocity

439

in 5c). Most of the standard deviations are in the range of 10-20% of the mean value.

440

4.2 The effect of plate velocity on plume period

441

4.2.1 Constant plate velocity

442

The observed plume period is furthermore altered by the plate velocity (Figure 5c),

443

which affects the slab sinking rate in the lower mantle and the lateral TBL flow (man-

444

tle wind). A higher plate velocity therefore results in more slab material at the CMB

445

and more frequent plume generation at the pile margin. A reduced plate velocity has the

446

opposite effect, creating less frequent plumes, most of which initiate away from the pile

447

(Figure 5d). In both cases, the lower mantle reacts rapidly (within a few tens of Myr)

448

to the modified plate velocity, although the change in plume excess temperature and plume

449

period gets more pronounced after aproximately 50-100 Myr. Changes in plate velocity

450

have a stronger effect on slab sinking velocity, and thus plume period, than changes in

451

the thermal viscosity contrast η∆T . The excess temperature of plumes in models with

452

a high plate velocity is significantly smaller since the lower TBL has less time to heat

453

up and grow between plumes.

454

4.2.2 Periodic plate velocity

455

More interesting than the effect of a constant velocity is the impact of time-variable

456

plate motion. To test this, we have prescribed velocity vPlate as cosine function in time

457

(equation (2)) with different periods, ranging from TPlate =125 Myr to TPlate =1 Gyr.
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458

This simulates changes in plate velocities as they may occur during a supercontinent cy-

459

cle (Matthews et al., 2016), although neglecting lateral motions of the subduction zones

460

(as discussed later). As can be seen in Figure 6, the plume cycle can adjust to TPlate within

461

a certain resonance range around TPile , i.e. values of TPlate that are close enough to TPile .

462

While an imposed plate velocity with a period of 250 Myr (as may be expected for Earth’s

463

supercontinents) for our model with B = 0.8, η∆T = 330 and ηC = 10 forces the plume

464

cycle to follow a similar period after an adjustment time of about 1 Gyr (Figure 6a-d),

465

a higher TPlate of 125 Myr cannot be enforced for the plume cycle (Figure 6e-h). The rea-

466

son for this can be seen from the motion of the pile edges (Figure 6c and 6g) and the

467

variation of pile thickness at 5 degrees from the pile edge (Figure 6d and 6h). While the

468

pile edge motion in both cases reflects the plate velocity cycle and thus the strength of

469

lateral TBL flow (Figure 6c and 6g), the thickness of the pile as the driving mechanism

470

for plume generation only reflects the plume cycle (compare Figure 6b and 6f with 6d

471

and 6h). In fact, for plate velocity periods below the lower limit of a certain resonance

472

range, in this case between 250 Myr and 125 Myr, plume motion and the pile react as if

473

the velocity were constant (compare Figure 6h and Figure 4a). In these cases, the lat-

474

eral motion of the pile edge is the superposition of the motion caused by the variable plate

475

velocity and pile collapse (Figure 6g).

476

A similar observation can be made for very long cycles of 1 Gyr (not shown), al-

477

though more plumes start away from the pile during times of low plate velocity and the

478

plume cycle becomes aperiodic to a certain extent. Thus, plate velocity cycles are only

479

reflected in plume periods if they are within the resonance range of the slab-pile system,

480

which depends on TPile . Within that range, the system adjusts such that every plate cy-

481

cle corresponds to a plume (TPile = TPlate ). For shorter plate velocity periods, the ob-

482

served plume period TPile reflects the constant average of velocity. For longer plate pe-

483

riods, the observed plume period becomes more chaotic due to plumes forming far away

484

from the pile. Yet, the push from lateral TBL flow on the pile margin still reflects plate

485

velocity cycles, even for long or short periods. As a consequence, the lateral motion of

486

the pile edge in these cases reflects both TPlate and the plume cycle as a superposition

487

of the two periods, while the pile thickness only captures the plume cycle. In case of our

488

reference model, the reference period of the slab-pile system TPile is about 370 Myr, and

489

the lower and upper limits of the resonance range are somewhere between 125 and 250 Myr

490

and between 500 and 1000 Myr, respectively, since neither 125 Myr nor 1 Gyr periods can
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491

be stimulated while plume periods at 250 and 500 Myr can be. A higher value of η∆T ,

492

or a lower average velocity, should move the resonance range towards longer plume pe-

493

riods (Figure 5).

494

5 Plume buoyancy flux and lifetime

495

A change in plume period is reflected in other properties of the plumes, for exam-

496

ple their excess temperature. While a system with TTBL < TPile is characterised by a

497

large number of plumes forming independently of pile collapse, we expect the case TTBL >

498

TPile to be reflected in lower plume strength as the TBL has insufficient time to grow thick

499

enough to form instabilities naturally. Figure 7a shows the excess temperature of detected

500

plumes for a model with the same parameters as our reference model, except that the

501

velocity has been increased to 2.96 cm/year. The radius at which these temperatures are

502

taken is lower (519 km above the CMB instead of 719 km), since weaker plumes are more

503

difficult to detect and fade away more easily. This precludes a direct comparison to Fig-

504

ure 4c, but the first plume in Figure 7a has not been affected significantly by the increased

505

velocity because it falls within the adjustment time of the model after modifying the ve-

506

locity. As a consequence, it can be used as a reference to which later plumes can be com-

507

pared.

508

In order to compare plumes between the different models, we calculate the aver-

509

ages of buoyancy flux (Figure 7b and 7d) and lifetime (Figure 7c) for all plumes detected

510

during the simulation time. Our definition of lifetime reflects the time that each plume

511

stays within the given lateral distance range around the pile edge. The buoyancy flux,

513

neglecting small amounts of dense material entrained in the plume, is calculated accordR
ing to the formula B = vr ρα∆TP dS with the plume excess temperature ∆TP and ra-

514

dial velocity vr (e.g., Dannberg & Sobolev, 2015; Farnetani et al., 2018), assuming a ro-

515

tational symmetry around the central plume axis to obtain 3-D buoyancy fluxes. Buoy-

516

ancy flux is a good measure of plume strength since it combines both excess tempera-

517

ture and radial (vertical) velocity and integrates over the width of the plume (Dannberg

518

& Sobolev, 2015; Farnetani et al., 2018). However, determinations of lifetime and buoy-

519

ancy flux get more complicated for plumes that merge together. Although plume bouyancy

520

fluxes depend on the viscosity and may be strongly time-dependent, our estimated val-

521

ues are in a similar range as those obtained by analysis of hotspot swells (King & Adam,

512
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522

2014). Note, however, that our definition marks the maximum buoyancy flux for each

523

plume, which usually corresponds to the plume head.

524

5.1 Effect of plate velocity

525

As can be expected, the lifetime of plumes decreases with increasing plate veloc-

526

ity (see Figure 7c). The reason is that plumes are more easily pushed out of the range

527

around the pile margin (and thus out of the area where we track them), but they also

528

lose their connection to the hot TBL and therefore fade away more quickly. Moreover,

529

plumes created under high plate velocities are weaker (low buoyancy flux at their on-

530

set, Figure 7b), because the thermal boundary layer has less time to grow and plumes

531

contain less material. Thus forcing plumes to adopt to a shorter period than the ”nat-

532

ural“ period results in overall weaker plumes that are less enduring.

533

A similar observation can also be made for periodic plate velocities. The shortest

534

plate velocity period TPlate within the resonance range forces the highest number of plumes,

535

and thus the weakest plumes (compare Figure 6 second row panels), although the dif-

536

ference in plume excess temperature is only about 200 K. Shorter or longer plate veloc-

537

ity periods result in less frequent, but stronger plumes since the TBL has more time to

538

grow. Plume lifetimes are more complicated to interpret, since the mantle wind vCMB

539

changes significantly with time. Within the resonance range, lifetimes increase with longer

540

TPlate as maxima in vCMB are less frequent. Outside the resonance range, lifetimes ei-

541

ther adjust to the constant average velocity (TPlate < resonance range), or become more

542

chaotic and less reliable due to plume formation away from the pile (TPlate > resonance

543

range).

544

5.2 Effect of viscosity and pile density

545

In contrast to changing the plate velocity, a change in the temperature dependence

546

η∆T alters the plume period (Figure 5a), but the effect on plume lifetime or buoyancy

547

flux is negligible (see different colors in Figures 7b-d). A higher value of η∆T slightly re-

548

duces the lateral CMB flow vCMB , which decreases lateral plume motion and TBL thick-

549

ening due to TBL flow. Yet, the system stays relatively close to the natural plume pe-

550

riod of the lower TBL (TTBL ≈ TPile ), causing only minor variations in plume strength.

551

Since plumes stay longer around the pile margin, they can increase pile edge thickness

552

more, which also increases the lateral mobility of the pile edge during plume cycles (com-
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553

pare Figures 4b and 4f). Thus, during a pile collapse, the pile margin moves faster and

554

further, locally increasing the TBL thickness within a short time. Consequently, plumes,

555

triggered either by the pile collapse or initiated away from the pile, abruptly enter or leave

556

the range around the pile margin, reducing their detected lifetimes around the pile mar-

557

gin.

558

Increasing the density or the compositional viscosity contrast tends to decrease plume

559

buoyancy flux (compare Figure 7d). This reflects two aspects: 1) the effect of reduced

560

lateral and vertical motion of the pile edge, resulting in a slightly smaller thermal insta-

561

bility; and 2) a reduction of plume ascent velocity related to the higher density or vis-

562

cosity of entrained material, increasing the average density or viscosity of the rising plume.

563

Yet, in contrast to the effect of plate velocity, a reduction in plume flux is not related

564

to a significant decrease in the excess temperature of plumes. Consqeuently, the reduc-

565

tion in plume buoyancy flux is more or less independent of the temperature-dependence

566

of the viscosity.

567

In summary, both bouyancy flux and lifetime (or residence time around the pile

568

edge) of plumes are mostly affected by plate velocity, while other parameters play mi-

569

nor roles. In particular, if plate velocity forces plumes at considerably shorter period than

570

TTBL (the natural period of the lower thermal boundary layer), this is reflected in sig-

571

nificant reduction in buoyancy flux and lifetime. Consequently, buoyancy flux and the

572

number of plumes away from the pile give indications how close the system is to TTBL .

573

A large number of plumes forming (far) away from the pile edges indicate TTBL < TPile ,

574

while a low buoyancy flux means TTBL > TPile .

575

6 Discussion

576

As shown above, plumes are initiated at the CMB when the thickness of the lower

577

thermal boundary layer reaches a critical value, which is defined by the local Rayleigh

578

number Ral (Deschamps & Tackley, 2008; M. Li & Zhong, 2017). The boundary layer

579

grows conductively over time, with additional thickening due slab-induced lateral flow

580

along the CMB, causing spontaneous thermal instabilities. This plume generation mech-

581

anism is independent of the presence or properties of a thermochemical pile and does not

582

predict where the plume will be initiated. Plume generation is generally suppressed by

583

a decrease in thermal expansivity or an increase in conductivity towards the CMB, which

584

are both expected for Earth (Tackley, 2012) and would reduce Ral (M. Li & Zhong, 2017).
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585

A decrease in viscosity, e.g. due to the presence of weak post-bridgmanite (Ammann et

586

al., 2010; Koelemeijer et al., 2018) as discussed below, may offset this effect.

587

Yet, a pile may trigger ”early“ plume formation by providing a localized thicken-

588

ing of the TBL due to an expanding pile margin associated with a pile collapse, with ”early“

589

being relative to the time frame set by conductive growth of the TBL, TTBL (compare

590

Figure 3). This ”early“ plume initiation always results in plumes forming at the pile mar-

591

gin and, depending on parameters such as viscosity or plate velocity, may be the dom-

592

inant mechanism.

593

6.1 Model limitations

594

In our 2-D models, both ”regular“ and ”early“ plumes mentioned above may even-

595

tually end up rising at the same location, the pile margin, resulting in a periodic be-

596

haviour of plume generation. In 3-D, however, this does not necessarily hold true any

597

longer. We cannot expect ”early“ plumes to rise at exactly the same location along the

598

pile margin since a collapsing pile edge would increase the thickness of the lower TBL

599

in an area around it, and plumes would draw in material from within a certain radius.

600

These 3-D effects may cause plume initiation to be less periodic in global models as plumes

601

may rise from several different locations around the piles. On the other hand, 3-D plumes

602

may be stronger since they can draw material from a radius and focus it into a colum-

603

nar upwelling (instead of rising sheets as in 2-D models), locally resulting in a higher pos-

604

itive bouyancy flux. Therefore, they may rise faster than they do in our 2-D models, which

605

tend to overestimate plume rise times. Plume rise velocities may also be affected by depth-

606

dependent values for viscosity, thermal diffusivity and thermal expansivity throughout

607

the entire mantle range. Due to these simplifications in our model setup, we cannot in-

608

vestigate the fate of plumes more than a few hundred km above the piles. However, since

609

we are only interested in plume initiation, details of plume rise times are not relevant

610

for the purpose of this study, but should be addressed in future work.

611

Apart from being 2-D, our models are simplified with respect to subduction pro-

612

cesses. As we have no weakening due to yield stress, plates and subduction zones are not

613

forming self-consistently, but are forced by an imposed velocity boundary condition. Fur-

614

thermore, our models feature neither phase transitions in the mantle transition zone (al-

615

though we do impose a viscosity jump at 410 km and 660 km) potentially causing slab

616

stagnation, nor subduction zone retreat or advance. As a consequence, we obtain a sta-
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617

ble degree-2 convection pattern and a coherent broad downwelling into the lowermost

618

mantle, where it forms a long-wavelength thermal structure (Figure 2b) comparable to

619

what is shown in seismic tomography (see Figure 1). While these simplifications allow

620

us to have more direct control over the lateral velocities within the lower TBL, we do

621

not expect them to have a significant impact on plume initiation dynamics as this pro-

622

cess is localized in the lowermost mantle and is not affected by the details of subduction

623

dynamics in the upper mantle. The only way that slabs play a significant role for plume-

624

pile dynamics is via their impact on the lateral TBL flow along the CMB (vCMB ), which

625

may be strongly dependent on 3-D effects. The effect of changes in subduction velocity

626

are simulated by modifying the imposed velocity boundary condition, while changes in

627

TBL flow direction would require a 3-D geometry.

628

The viscosity structure of the lowermost mantle might be further modified by the

629

presence of weak post-bridgmanite (or post-perovskite) (Ammann et al., 2010), although

630

it is not clear whether this phase is present only in cold slabs (Torsvik et al., 2016) or

631

also in hotter areas of the CMB as indicated by Koelemeijer et al. (2018). In the first

632

case, the reduced viscosity of the slab decreases the viscosity contrast between cold ma-

633

terial and ambient mantle. This may result in a similar lowermost mantle viscosity struc-

634

ture to what we obtain for small values of η∆T , where piles can be more viscous than

635

slabs. As a consequence, we would expect a comparable behaviour of the plume cycle,

636

i.e. a decrease in plume period and more plumes starting at a distance from the pile edge,

637

in agreement with an increased local Rayleigh number Ral (M. Li & Zhong, 2017). In

638

contrast, if weak post-bridgmanite is present (almost) everywhere, except for the hottest

639

part of the lower TBL, both slab and pile viscosity would be reduced. Since the viscos-

640

ity contrast between pile and slab would be maintained and the TBL’s local Rayleigh

641

number is not altered, we would expect a similar behaviour as in our models, although

642

potentially with a slightly shorter plume period due to a general decrease in viscosity.

643

However, the influence of post-bridgmanite may be more complex than our speculation,

644

and further work would be required to understand the detailed impact of weak post-bridgmanite

645

on plume generation.

646

Finally, our models simplify the potential composite pile structure, and only con-

647

sider the relatively stable (bridgmanitic) base layer (Ballmer et al., 2016; Trønnes et al.,

648

2019). Inclusion of recycled oceanic crust would require us to add further complexities

649

to the model, both in the upper and the lower mantle. On the other hand, basaltic ma-
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650

terial on top of the LLSVPs is expected to have very minor density excess, and thus may

651

play a rather passive role in the initiation of plumes, as long as it does not prohibit in-

652

teraction between the dense basal layer of piles and the rising flow of plumes. Since it

653

seems unlikely that the (potentially low-viscosity) basaltic material completely covers

654

the LLSVP margins, where it would be easily eroded by rising plumes, we would expect

655

that our proposed plume initation mechanism is also applicable to composite pile struc-

656

tures.

657

6.2 Comparison to other geodynamic models

658

As mentioned before, M. Li et al. (2018) also show a vertical motion of piles in re-

659

sponse to plume initiation, featuring a quasi-periodic behaviour of plume initiation and

660

related pulses in CMB heat flux. However, they do not investigate the controls on this

661

periodicity, e.g. how the plume period relates to large-scale mantle flow and pile dynam-

662

ics. Moreover, piles in their models are mostly tent-shaped, with plumes rising at the

663

pile centre, and the whole pile moves up and down. In contrast, our models feature plumes

664

rising predominantly at the pile edges, similar to what as been observed for Earth, while

665

plumes fade quickly as soon as they are pushed on top the thermochemical piles. This

666

difference in behaviour may be explained by the geometry (cartesian in M. Li et al. (2018)

667

and spherial in this study), and the difference in lowermost-mantle structure. While we

668

model a degree-2 structure, M. Li et al. (2018) have approximately a degree-5 pattern.

669

Their models thus have much stronger TBL flow, comparable to our cases with increased

670

velocity, and therefore more compressed piles. In this case, small thermal instabilities

671

may form at the pile margins, but are rapidly pushed towards the pile centre (M. Li et

672

al., 2018). This could also explains why M. Li et al. (2018) report a vertical motion of

673

the whole pile structure, while this plume-related motion is locally confined to the edges

674

in our models.

675

Apart from the collapse of the pile edge, the presence of a physical barrier, i.e. the

676

steep pile margin, may play a role in initiation of plumes. As has been previously sug-

677

gested, lateral flow of hot TBL material along the core-mantle boundary is forced up-

678

wards along a (stationary) pile margin, potentially resulting in plumes (Steinberger &

679

Torsvik, 2012; Torsvik et al., 2016; Dannberg & Gassmöller, 2018). Although we can-

680

not rule out the effects of such a barrier on our flow field, a barrier does not provide an

681

explanation for the dynamic behaviour of our models: (1) As TBL flow for a time-invariant
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682

plate velocity is constant and the supply of plume material at the pile margin is uniform,

683

the thickness of the TBL has usually not reached its critical thickness for instabilities

684

to form. Therefore, we would not expect plume initiation at a stable physical barrier to

685

be periodic; (2) As can be seen in Figure 4, each plume initiation starts with a pile col-

686

lapse and subsequent lateral motion of the pile edge, which provides additional thick-

687

ening of the lower TBL and can explain the periodicity. As a consequence, our results

688

indicate the predominant impact of local pile edge collapse on plume initiation.

689

Finally, our observation that plume period increases with thermal viscosity con-

690

trast η∆T (Figure 5a) may explain why a stronger temperature-dependence increases the

691

temporal stability of dense thermochemical piles (e.g., McNamara & Zhong, 2004; Y. Li

692

et al., 2014; Heyn et al., 2018). While plumes in our models become less frequent with

693

increasing η∆T , their buoyancy flux, and thus their potential to entrain dense pile ma-

694

terial, remains almost constant (Figures 7b and 7d). In this case, the effective amount

695

of pile material per plume is controlled by the pile density B and the compositional vis-

696

cosity contrast ηC (Davaille et al., 2002; McNamara & Zhong, 2004; Y. Li et al., 2014;

697

Heyn et al., 2018). Thus, for constant pile properties, longer plume periods, a consqeuence

698

of increased temperature-dependence of viscosity, result in less entrainment over time

699

(Heyn et al., 2018).

700

6.3 Implications for Earth

701

Values of pile densities and compositional viscosity contrasts (Table 1) used in our

702

models are within the range typically applied for primordial material in geodynamic stud-

703

ies (e.g., McNamara & Zhong, 2004; Y. Li et al., 2014; Heyn et al., 2018). Mineralog-

704

ical data supports both increased density and viscosity for bridgmanitic piles, indicat-

705

ing that the viscosity increase may even be greater than set in this work (Trønnes et al.,

706

2019). Yet, the mechanism of plume initation by pile collapse is not directly dependent

707

on pile properties, and thus would not be altered by slightly higher pile viscosities or the

708

incorporation of recycled oceanic crust as an (upper) part of the pile (Ballmer et al., 2016;

709

Torsvik et al., 2016; Trønnes et al., 2019).

710

Although our models cannot investigate spatial stability of thermochemical piles,

711

we have shown that pile edges can move within a certain range in response to interac-

712

tions between pile and plumes. This motion is determined by the viscosity of the pile

713

itself (or more precisely the viscosity contrast between pile and ambient mantle) and the
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714

lateral TBL flow, which is controlled by the subduction velocity and the temperature-

715

dependence of viscosity. The general pile thickness is in balance with the average strength

716

of the TBL flow, such that the forces of lateral flow (directed towards the pile centre)

717

and gravitational forces within the pile interior, which tend to spread the dense mate-

718

rial away from the pile centre, have the same magnitude. While the local pile thickness

719

within about 5 degrees (∼ 300 km) of the pile margin varies in response to rising plumes,

720

the thickness close to the pile centre does not. Consequently, we can assume that the plume-

721

induced lateral motion of the pile material will not result in significant lateral motion

722

of the pile itself. Thus, as long as the distribution of lateral TBL flow around the pile

723

does not change significantly, we do not expect the pile to move. Consequently, the plume

724

cyle and its associated pile edge motion can explain a scattering of (reconstructed) plume

725

positions within a few degrees around the margin observed today (e.g., Torsvik et al.,

726

2016; Torsvik, 2019) without contradicting the stability of a degree-2 structure. More-

727

over, the mechanism of plume initiation by a local pile edge collapse would predict that

728

the different margins of the LLSVPs may be at very different stages of the plume cycle,

729

thus giving an alternative to plate history as an explanation (Davies et al., 2012; M. Li

730

& Zhong, 2017) for the distributions of plumes around the LLSVP margins (French &

731

Romanowicz, 2015).

732

Even though our models predict a periodic generation of plumes, no such cyclic-

733

ity for plumes has yet been observed in Earth. This may partially be explained by the

734

limited observations of plumes and LIPs that are available for the last 300 Myr (Figure

735

1), with an unknown number of LIPs lost due subduction of oceanic crust (e.g., Torsvik

736

et al., 2016; Torsvik, 2019), and the poor accuracy of plate reconstructions going back

737

more than a few hundred million years (see e.g., Matthews et al., 2016; Torsvik, 2019).

738

Although several LIPs erupted sequentially during the 155-95 Ma period around the south-

739

eastern corner of the African LLSVP (Torsvik et al., 2016; Torsvik, 2019), their lateral

740

spread and close proximity in time do not provide constraints on plume periodicity in

741

Earth. Based on currently available data, it is therefore difficult to infer potential plume

742

periodicity of 300-500 Myr as observed in our 2-D models. A further explanation for the

743

absence of a clear plume periodicity might be given by the subduction velocity and the

744

configuration of plates, which are both very simplified in our models. As we showed with

745

periodic plate velocities or increased/ decreased plate speeds, subduction velocities have

746

a significant effect on the initiation of plumes. For Earth, they are likely to change con-
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747

siderably and consistently on a global scale, both in time and space (Matthews et al.,

748

2016). Consequently, neither coherent slabs nor a constant lateral TBL flow (magnitude

749

and direction) are likely to occur in Earth over long periods of time. Thus, we may ex-

750

pect the Earth’s lower mantle to be in a kind of adjustment stage for most of Earth’s

751

history, making it difficult to reach a state of globally long-term periodic plume gener-

752

ation as we observe it for constant or periodic plate velocities and fixed subduction zones.

753

On the other hand, subducted slabs will be transformed into a broad belt of downwelling

754

in the lowermost mantle (compare seismic tomography, e.g. in Figure 1), partially aided

755

by the low viscosity of post-bridgmanite (Ammann et al., 2010) that is expected to be

756

present in subducted slabs. Consequently, changes in plate configuration at the surface

757

will most likely be significantly damped for the lowermost mantle, only resulting in com-

758

parably small changes in the strength of lateral flow along the CMB. Therefore, long-

759

term stability of a degree-2 structure for flow in the lowermost mantle (Conrad et al.,

760

2013; Torsvik et al., 2016) may locally allow for periodic plume initiation.

761

In either case, our proposed mechanism of plume initiation due to pile collapse may

762

still be dominant for the initiation of individual plumes at various parts of the LLSVP

763

margins. One example where this process may be especially relevant is the clustering of

764

LIPs in the southeastern corner of the African LLSVP mentioned above (Figure 1), where

765

at least 8 plumes erupted within about 60 Myr (Torsvik et al., 2016; Torsvik, 2019). Such

766

a sequence might be explained by a large-scale collapse of a pile corner, which would lead

767

to material spreading radially away from the pile interior. In this case, several plumes

768

would be triggered in close spatial proximity around the collapsing and extending pile

769

corner at approximately the same time, although small time delays and differences in

770

rise time are very likely to occur. The collapse could be related to a significant reduc-

771

tion in the CMB flow, e.g. a reduction in plate velocity or change in TBL flow direction

772

due to a modified configuration for the respective subduction zone(s) at the surface. If

773

a subduction zone above an area of persistent downwelling changes its configuration (ge-

774

ometry, subduction velocity), this may cause a change in sinking velocity of the whole

775

column and thus modify lateral TBL flow on shorter time scales than it takes slabs to

776

sink through the whole mantle. In fact, plate reconstructions show a subduction zone

777

closing in around the southern margin of Gondwana during the breakup of Pangaea be-

778

tween 250 Ma and 200 Ma, which then retreats between 200 Ma and 100 Ma (Matthews

779

et al., 2016). The first stage would potentially result in increased TBL flow and pile thick-
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780

ness, while the retreating subduction zones would reduce TBL flow and may trigger a

781

graviational collapse of the southeastern LLSVP egde. The delay between retreating sub-

782

duction zones and the emplacement of LIPs at the surface (about 50-100 Myr together)

783

can be explained by the reaction time of the deep mantle and the rise time of plumes.

784

7 Conclusions

785

In this study, we have shown that plumes at the core-mantle boundary can be trig-

786

gered by two ways of increasing the thickness of the lower TBL. One is the conductive

787

growth of the boundary layer, resulting in plumes appearing at random locations once

788

the local Rayleigh number has exceeded a critical value (Deschamps & Tackley, 2008;

789

M. Li & Zhong, 2017). This sets a minimum ”natural“ period TTBL at which plumes are

790

generated from the CMB, but does not necessarily represent the observed period in the

791

presence of a thermochemical pile.

792

The other mechanism is a periodic gravitational collapse of the edge of a thermo-

793

chemical pile on the CMB. This collapse occurs as plumes locally thicken the pile when

794

they interact with the pile margin, and resembles the vertical motion of tent-shaped piles

795

observed by M. Li et al. (2018). When the increased pile thickness is no longer supported

796

due to cooling of the pile top and reduced dynamic uplift from the rising plume, the pile

797

margin collapses back towards the CMB and spreads laterally. This process pushes TBL

798

material against the dominant flow direction and causes local thickening of the TBL just

799

outside the thermochemical pile, triggering a new ”early“ plume.

800

The period of this pile collapse, TPile , depends on the mantle wind along the CMB,

801

which is controlled by the temperature-dependence of viscosity (which affects the sink-

802

ing velocity of slabs) and velocity with which plates are subducted. The latter can mod-

803

ify the observed plume period, but shorter periods resulting from faster plate velocities

804

reduce plume strength. For periodic plate velocities, plume periods can adjust to imposed

805

plate cycles within a certain resonance range around the characteristic period TPile . For

806

TTBL > TPile , plumes are predominantly initated at the pile margin and their effectively

807

observed period is TPile , with potentially weak plumes for TTBL  TPile . In contrast

808

TTBL < TPile causes plume initiation both at the pile margins and away from them, re-

809

sulting in aperiodic behaviour.

810

811

Although there is currently insufficient data from LIPs or hotspots to infer a cyclicity in plume initiation within Earth’s mantle, we would estimate the Earth to be in the
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812

regime of TTBL & TPile since most LIPs/ hotspots are clustered around the LLSVP mar-

813

gins. Yet, plumes must be strong enough to reach the surface, presumably excluding ”very

814

early“ plume initiation (TTBL  TPile ). Finally, the mechanism for plume generation

815

at the edges of thermochemical piles may explain the observed clustering of LIPs between

816

95 Ma and 155 Ma at the southeastern corner of the African LLSVP.
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1105

Table 1.

Characteristic parameters for thermochemical calculations. For the conversion of

1106

dimensional excess densities, given in the input parameters of the simulations, into B (equa-

1107

tion (3)), we assume a temperature drop across the mantle of 3300 K, which includes both the

1108

2300 K superadiabatic temperature drop that we have used in our models with Boussinesq ap-

1109

proximation, and an adiabatic temperature increase of 1000 K. Furthermore, although our model

1110

has a constant value of α

1111

α = 1.0 · 10−5 at the CMB (Tackley, 2012) for conversion to B. Buoyancy ratios obtained with

1112

these parameters are more easily comparable to previous studies (e.g., McNamara & Zhong, 2004;

1113

Mulyukova et al., 2015; Heyn et al., 2018) and applicable to Earth. Ra is also calculated using

1114

the full temperature drop of 3300 K to make it comparable to previous studies and has a value of

1115

107 from the parameters below. ASPECT uses thermal conductivity k and specific heat capac-

1116

ity cP instead of thermal diffusvity κ, but the latter can be calculated via κ

1117

1.0 · 10−6 [m2 /s].

=

3.0 · 10−5 for the whole mantle, we use a thermal expansivity of

=

k
ρcP

Parameter

Symbol

Value [Unit]

Gravitational acceleration

g

9.81 [m/s2 ]

Mantle thickness

d

2890 [km]

Reference density

ρ

3340 [kg/m3 ]

Reference viscosity

η

7.83 · 1021 [Pa·s]

Thermal conductivity

k

4.01 [W/K·m]

Specific heat

cP

1200 [kg·m2 /(K·s2 )]

Thermal expansivity

α

3.0 · 10−5 [1/K]

Chemical excess density

∆ρC

198.396 − 330.66 [kg/m3 ]

Activation energy

Ea

27436.2 − 32923.44 [J/mol]

Buoyancy ratio (eq. (3))

B

0.6 − 1.0 [ ]

Rayleigh number

Ra

107 [ ]

Internal heating rate

H

9.46 · 10−13 [W/kg]

Imposed surface velocity

vsurf

0.74-2.96 [cm/yr]

Compositional viscosity contrast

ηC

1 − 20 [ ]

Thermal viscosity contrast

η∆T

2.3 − 55000 [ ]

Temperature drop across mantle

∆T

2300 [K]

and equals
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1118

Table 2.

Parameters defining the viscosity profiles according to the thermal viscosity contrast

1119

η∆T . Steps for the non-dimensional activation energy Eη (converted via Eη =

1120

constant R and the temperature drop as described in Table 1), the temperature offset Tη and the

1121

viscosity prefactor η0 are set at depths of 299 km (lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary), 410 km

1122

(upper mantle - transition zone) and 660 km (transition zone - lower mantle). Values are sorted

1123

by increasing depth.

Ea
R∆T

, with the gas

η∆T

η0

Eη

Tη

2.3

5 / 0.5 / 2.5 / 5

1 / 1 / 1 / 1

0.02 / 0.4 / 0.6 / 0.7

65

5 / 0.5 / 2.5 / 5

1 / 1 / 1 / 1

0.02 / 0.2 / 0.2 / 0.2

330

5 / 0.5 / 2.5 / 5

1 / 1 / 1 / 1

0.02 / 0.15 / 0.15 / 0.15

1700

5 / 0.5 / 2.5 / 5

1 / 1 / 1 / 1

0.02 / 0.12 / 0.12 / 0.12

7500

5 / 0.5 / 2.5 / 5

1.2 / 1.2 / 1.2 / 1.2

0.02 / 0.12 / 0.12 / 0.12

55000

5 / 0.5 / 2.5 / 5

1.2 / 1.2 / 1.2 / 1.2

0.02 / 0.1 / 0.1 / 0.1
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1124

Figure 1.

Distribution of reconstructed eruption sites of LIPs (Torsvik, 2019) around the

1125

two Large Low Shear Wave Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs) indicated by velocity anomalies of the

1126

S10mean shear wave tomography model of Doubrovine et al. (2016). Contour lines are drawn

1127

for 0.0% (black) and -1.0% (red) velocity anomalies. Reconstructed eruption sites of LIPs are

1128

marked by circles, with color corresponding to age. There is a cluster of 9 LIPs around the

1129

southeastern corner of the African LLSVP (marked by black circle), of which 8 erupted between

1130

155-95 Ma (red and yellow circles) and one at 285 Ma (purple circle). Thick arrows indicate the

1131

inferred steady flow from the circumpolar belt of subducted material towards the LLSVPs.
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1132

Figure 2.

Initial condition for (a) composition field and (b) temperature field, with radii

1133

of 4000 km, 4200 km and 4500 km marked as white lines. Profiles along these radii are used to

1134

identify and investigate plumes. White arrows in (a) indicate the imposed plate velocity, while

1135

the yellow line in (b) marks the outline of the dense pile for a countour line of composition at

1136

C = 0.8. (c) An example of a temperature profile along the radius of 4000 km for the initial con-

1137

dition shown in (b). Identified plumes are marked with black arrows. The width and the excess

1138

temperature we obtain are marked with red lines for one of the plumes. The black horizontal

1139

line indicates the part of the CMB that is covered by the pile. Panel (d) shows a snapshot of the

1140

temperature field for our isochemical test case with η∆T = 330. Even though thermal instabilities

1141

become visible at approximately the same longitude as the edge of piles in thermochemical mod-

1142

els (indicated by the yellow line), plumes only finally start to rise closer to the domain boundary.
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1143

Figure 3.

Snapshots of the temperature field around the pile edge during the plume cycle for

1144

our reference model (B = 0.8, ηC = 10 and η∆T = 330). Yellow lines show the outline of the

1145

dense material (C = 0.8) at the current time step, while grey lines indicate the shape of the pile

1146

in the previous snapshot for comparison. As can be seen, the plume increases local pile thickness

1147

and drives a pile-ward a motion of the pile edge (stages 1 and 2) until the plume can no longer

1148

support the thicker pile, which starts to collapse back towards the CMB, where it spreads against

1149

the push of the slab (stages 3 and 4). This results in a local thickening of the thermal boundary

1150

layer outside the pile, which triggers the next plume (stage 5). In some cases, the next thermal

1151

instability may already be identified as thickened boundary layer before arrival at the pile margin

1152

(b and c), although the TBL directly next to the pile has been emptied by the previous active

1153

plume and therefore thinned. The pile collapse finally increases the TBL thickness sufficiently to

1154

actually trigger the plume at the pile margin. The plume cycle is also shown in Movie S1 for the

1155

same model. Plume rise times are discussed in more detail in section 6.1.
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1156

Figure 4.

The plume cycle for our reference model with B = 0.8, ηC = 10 and η∆T = 330

1157

and a constant plate velocity of 1.48 cm/year can be identified in variations of pile thickness in-

1158

wards from the pile edge, especially at 5 degrees inwards (a), the lateral motion of the pile edge

1159

(b) and the excess temperature of upwellings at a radius of 4200 km (c). As can be seen by the

1160

black dotted lines, every minimum in pile thickness and edge longitude corresponds to a plume in

1161

(c), although there is a small time difference between the three graphs that represents a delay in

1162

reaction between pile and plume. In contrast, the plume cycle is not represented in pile thickness

1163

close to the pile centre (d). Sharp changes in pile thickness (especially observed for the pile cen-

1164

tre) are related to the ragged top of the pile (see Figure 2). (e)-(g) show the motions of the pile

1165

edge for models with increased compositional viscosity contrast (e), increased thermal viscosity

1166

contrast (f) and increased density (g), but otherwise the same parameters as the reference model.

1167

Note the change in the longitude range of lateral pile edge motion associated with the changed

1168

parameters.
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1169

Figure 5.

The period of the plume cycle for a plate velocity of vsurf

=

1.48 cm/year as a

1170

function of (a) the compositional viscosity contrast ηC for B = 0.8, (b) the density contrast B for

1171

ηC = 10 and (c) the plate velocity for B = 0.8 and ηC = 10. Models with different thermal vis-

1172

cosity contrasts η∆T are marked by the color of the line. Outliers in (b) and (c) for η∆T = 55000

1173

and the lowest density or velocity, respectively, fall outside the plotted area. As can be seen,

1174

neither ηC nor B have a strong effect on the period, while models with different η∆T are clearly

1175

separated from each other. The period of plumes increases significantly with increasing η∆T .

1176

In additon, the period is strongly affected by the plate velocity. Especially for low velocities,

1177

plumes may also form independently of the the pile collapse, for example as in (d) with B = 0.8,

1178

ηC = 10, η∆T = 55000 and a velocity of 0.74 cm/year. In this case, plumes initiated away from

1179

the pile tend to merge with those starting at the pile, making it difficult to determine plume

1180

characteristics such as the period shown in (c).
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1181

Figure 6.

Representative characteristics of the plume cycle for models with B = 0.8, ηC = 10

1182

and η∆T

1183

TPlate

1184

while panels (b) and (f) in the second row show the excess temperature of identified plumes at

1185

4200 km radius. The third row with panels (c) and (g) and the lower panels (d) and (h) illustrate

1186

the motion of the pile edge and the variation in pile thickness at a distance of 5 degrees inwards

1187

from the pile edge, respectively. As can be seen, both lateral pile edge motion and pile thickness

1188

reflect the plume cycle for TPlate

1189

about 1 Gyr, while the plume period cannot adjust to a period of TPlate = 125 Myr. Neither the

1190

plumes in (f) nor the pile thickness in (h) follow a 125 Myr cycle, which is represented in the

1191

short-wavelength variations of the pile edge postion (g). In contrast, the plume cycle has about

1192

the same period of 370 Myr as for a constant velocity of 1.48 cm/year (Figure 4b).

=
=

330 and a periodic velocity boundary condition of TPlate

=

250 Myr (left) and

125 Myr (right). The top panels (a) and (e) indicate the plate velocity as reference,

=

250 Myr plate velocity period after an adjustment time of
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1193

Figure 7.

(a) Excess temperature of identified plumes at radius 4000 km for a model with

1194

B = 0.8, ηC = 10 and η∆T = 330 and a constant plate velocity of 2.96 cm/year (increased com-

1195

pared to our reference model). Increased plate velocity not only reduces the excess temperature

1196

of plumes (compare (a) and Figure 4c), but also reduces plume lifetime (c) and buoyancy flux

1197

(b). Since the thermal boundary layer has less time to grow for a stronger TBL flow, plumes are

1198

weaker. This effect is independent of other parameters such as the temperature dependence η∆T .

1199

(d) shows the buoyancy flux as a function of compositional viscosity contrast ηC for different

1200

values of thermal viscosity contrasts η∆T . While there is no consistent variation of buoyancy flux

1201

with η∆T , entrained dense material with higher ηC reduces the buoyancy flux by increasing the

1202

average plume viscosity. A similar reduction in buoyancy flux can also be observed for increased

1203

pile density B (not shown here).
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